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Kuwait’s first environmental awareness event, ‘Bloom
Expo’, was held on Friday at Dahiyat Abdullah Al-
Salem Park with an exciting program of music and

performances, and art and planting activities for children.
The expo was inaugurated by Mayor of Dahiyat Abdullah
Al-Salem Faisal Al-Waqyan. “We are happy to open this
expo to the public, and proud of the effort of young
Kuwaitis and their creativity in organizing this expo, and
those promoting authentic Kuwaiti products. We seek to
hold more expos in parks to support young Kuwaitis,”

Waqyan told Kuwait Times. Bloom Expo was organized by
‘Lamah’, founded by Noor Al-Hudaib and Rawan Al-Shati. “A
lot of families attended the expo and were very interested
in what we are offering. The kids had fun in learning how to
plant. Others bought and supported Kuwaiti products and
involved their children in participating in buying things for
charity. You can see a lot of bags around here,” they said.

Going green
Hudaib and Shati’s vision is to encourage people to visit

local gardens and raise awareness on going green.
Participants in the event exhibited ecofriendly products

and provided information about the environment. The
expo included children’s art and planting areas with small
booths selling food and accessories. A lot of companies
also participated in the expo.

“We have two products here - ecofriendly cups made
from environmentally-friendly plastic that are excellent at
keeping drinks hot or cold, which won’t leak or spill. We
also have watches of different colors for different causes -
for example the pink watch is for cancer, white for children
in Africa and so on. For every watch you buy, we will
donate an amount to charity,” said a member of the One
Face team, one of the participants at the expo. 

Cozy atmosphere
For Salah Zamani, a production designer and

owner of the ‘Baraka’ brand, the expo was an oppor-
tunity to display his items in a cozy atmosphere. His
booth was an explosion of color and patterns joined
artistically together. “I am selling handmade furni-
ture and home accessories made by me. I have col-
orful trays, printed wooden trays, painted pots and
side tables,” he said. Kuwait Times sponsored Bloom
Expo, which aims to promote environmental aware-
ness and participate in creating a brighter future for
Kuwait. 
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(From left) Mayor Faisal Al-Waqyan, Rawan Al-Shati, Noor Al-Hudaib, and Redha Al-Shati at Kuwait
Times’ booth. —Photos by Joseph Shagra

Mayor Faisal Al-Waqyan visits Kuwait Times’ booth.

Mayor Faisal Al-Waqyan speaks to Kuwait Times. Mayor Faisal Al-Waqyan visits Danah’s booth.

Mayor Faisal Al-Waqyan, Rawan Al-Shati, and Noor Al-Hudaib tour the expo.

Mayor Faisal Al-Waqyan visits Roach’s booth. Mayor Faisal Al-Waqyan, Rawan Al-Shati, and Noor Al-Hudaib visit Bait Abdullah Children Hospice’s booth.


